
War and the Money - Economy

Why politicians (still) don't really want peace

 By Wolfgang Fischer

- tranlation by Sian Edwards -

"New forms of slavery are now appearing before our very eyes as a result of deregulation and globalisation of the 
economy. The worst abuses of human rights are now the consequences of the world economy. Limitless world trade is 
the new idol that rules us!" (Dorothee Sölle)

Only the realisation and success of social justice will prevent 
future wars. Social justice can however only be realised if the po-
litical will actually exists. Necessary for this is a broad political 
majority that is mature enough in human terms to recognise that 
one's own happiness should never be built on others' hardship. 
Social justice and peace can only be achieved if the few stop 
"skimming off the cream" at the expense of the vast majority. 
But we are a long way from this. Reality looks totally different: 
waging war is becoming respectable again, even in a country in 
which we were saying after the last catastrophe: never again war!

Our search for the causes of the return to open acknowledge-
ment of (armed) violence should not stop at the current argu-
ments of the US administration and its followers, the "axis of de-
ceit" (1). The fog surrounding the causes of the dangers that 
threaten us both socially and ecologically must be cleared in or-
der to bring to light real starting points for averting them. 

I will therefore look at an element of our economic system, 
our money system, on which is bestowed a property that in natu-
re only belongs to life itself, that is, the ability to multiply. We 
question the seemingly magical growth of money through inter-
est and compound interest just as little as we react to the wor-
ldwide destruction of life, nature and atmosphere! Spellbound by 
frightening daily news reports of terror, war and stock market ra-
tes, we lose sight of the causes of and connections between 
events. 

It is incomprehensible to me how even former members of the 
peace movement such as Erhard Eppler (2) - to say nothing of 
the "Greens" - can in the meantime be on the same side as those 
who, after important ecological issues have repeatedly been pus-
hed aside to make way for industrial demands, now also want to 
see pacifism and militarism united. They speak of the necessity 
of imposing order on chaotic situations by means of a police-like 
military. They assert that the causes of the war situations brea-
king out all over the world are ethnic or religious differences. 
Some historians even talk of the "clash of civilisations" (3), ap-
parently driven by ideological fundamentalism. At the same 
time, the fact remains unashamedly unspoken that the USA alone 
has been responsible for innumerable conflicts in recent centu-
ries, from Iran to Vietnam to Chile and Nicaragua and on to Iraq 
(just to name a few examples) and for that reason is hated around 
the world, as the American Bishop Bowman has stated (4). The 
financial, economic and power-political causes of wars are prac-
tically never addressed, they are deliberately kept hidden by in-
terested parties. Whether in Africa, in the Near or Far East, Ame-
rica or elsewhere, everywhere ideological, ethnic or religious dis-
cord is not subjected to arbitration attempts by the UN but spur-
red on by secret services, armed and transformed into full-blown 
wars. Wars guarantee along with economic and material destruc-
tion "naturally" profitable investment opportunities and at the 

same time satisfy geostrategic power interests. Human lives 
count just as little as the destruction of nature in the process. The 
term "collateral damage" points to a shift in the value of life 
down to the level of objects and numbers. As if guided by a ma-
gical hand, the spectre of terrorism, created by secret services 
and fed with drug money, together with its most recent child, so-
called privatised or denationalised war, is used fatefully, as it we-
re, to justify an extreme increase in militarism worldwide since 
the collapse of the communist bloc. The unfortunate thing about 
the situation is that, owing to the interference of the secret servi-
ces, hardly anyone has the insight to tell which events are crimi-
nal and which originate from sheer necessity. Over 3 million 
people have been killed in recent years in African wars without 
the media informing the public of the "civilised world" about the 
fact that all these wars are over diamonds (blood diamonds!), oil, 
gold and highly prized coltan/tantalum needed for manufacturing 
electronic chips. The public is rather encouraged to believe it's 
about "tribal feuds". Prejudices against black Africans are ex-
ploited in this way in order to mask war-causing economic inter-
ests (5). Instead of carrying out reconnaissance work in the servi-
ce of the general population, the secret services become political-
ly active themselves, cover up or murder in the interests of their 
respective wirepullers in the military-industrial political complex 
(6).

Any discussion about possible alternatives is blocked, resi-
stance against this madness is criminalised, attempts are made 
with so-called anti-terror laws to prevent democratically legiti-
mate forms of protest (7). The democratic facades of the state 
edifice crumble and their cold, calculating, totalitarian structures 
become more and more clearly visible. The fear of terrorism and 
economic losses paralyses the critical powers of manipulated pu-
blic opinion and holds it in check.

To return to the monetary and economic system, it can easily 
be seen even without a great deal of study that exponential 
growth will eventually eat away at its own foundations - this pro-
spect must be counteracted by all those who can recognise it. 
Tying money to the circulation of trade should be vitally impor-
tant to us, as only the exchangeability of money is property. Mo-
ney itself, i.e. its liquidity, belongs to the people (8). Our money 
system must be transformed in such a way that its task remains 
the simple transfer of value fairly without perpetuating worldwi-
de through exponential growth of interest a socially destructive 
unequal distribution in favour of monstrous accumulations of ca-
pital and at the cost of those who may only work with their own 
vital energy (9). This recalls earlier feudal times, during which 
land and serfdom formed an inseparable unity in human cons-
ciousness. Today we see all that differently: property is one 
thing, and serfdom is seen as having been overcome a long time 
ago. The connection between money and interest is however still 
regarded as "natural", although here also two completely inde-
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pendent phenomena are concerned, to whose apparent insepara-
bility we have simply accustomed ourselves, as a result hardly 
recognise their independence from each other, and therefore que-
stion it too little. 

The compound interest system has no social benefit whatsoe-
ver for the people. On the contrary, it brings about social and 
other destructive effects as a result of independent growth of as-
sets to astronomical heights and mountains of debt that become 
unpayable. Because real production grows linearly while capital 
grows exponentially, an unbridgeable abyss opens up over time 
as a result of the system. The tension between rich and poor be-
comes explosive - and this is happening everywhere in the world. 
The current interest system violates the socially binding spirit of 
the German Constitutional Law (8). The exponentially growing 
amounts of money are only for lucrative investments, profit for 
profit's sake; social and ethical values just stand in its way. De-
struction by war guarantees fabulous profits in reconstruction. 
Our economic system is therefore a system of sheer madness. On 
the one hand the burden of debt of indebted countries, states and 
organisations can no longer be paid off anyway, except by ma-
gic. And on the other hand the limited availability of natural re-
sources, the interests of ordinary people and the social and ecolo-
gical consequences play hardly any role in the plans of a corpo-
ration-friendly world economy. When, according to monetary lo-
gic, further debt is imposed, then the pressure grows to steal raw 
materials from elsewhere or force cheap labour at home and ab-
road in order to be able to pay off the debts. Hence the reimposi-
tion today of colonialism on all the countries suspected of being 
rich in resources. Hence also the renewed belligerence in our 
own country (even under a red/green regime), where we said af-
ter the last catastrophe nearly 60 years ago: NEVER AGAIN 
WAR. After the confrontation with socialism, now believed to be 
vanquished once and for all, the mask of humanity has been put 
aside to reveal the naked face of power, of "capital", which no 
longer shies away from nuclear threat. The disregard of interna-
tionally established legal standards exposes the true rogue states, 
the desecrators of our world.

The myth that the welfare of the rich also benefits the poor 
(10), only ever referred to crumbs falling from the table and has 
moreover destroyed ecological relationships as a result of the 
runaway economic growth that continues because it is imperative 
for the welfare of the rich. Today the future of welfare even in 
the industrialised nations does not look good since public servi-
ces the world over are being surrendered to the game of capital 
under the cover of neo-liberalism and corporate globalisation 
(internal colonialisation). The thirst for profit ties up huge 
amounts in the virtual arena of the stock markets while vital soci-
al services lack money (9). The desire for profit, the shameless 
greed no longer baulks at the public services of the last centuries. 
Socially necessary institutions created, financed, maintained and 
improved over centuries by the public for the public, such as pos-
tal services, railways, schools, universities, power supplies, water 
supplies, healthcare, roads and much more are being taken away 
from state regulation and sacrificed to capitalist speculation. The 
security of Germany's position is used as a pretext, the gigantic 
profits of the banks are concealed as are the social consequences: 
mass redundancies, unemployment, poverty, social tensions, de-
gradation of people who are able to work... While the sick are 
burdened with paying their own prescription charges, while soci-
al security payments are cut, while jobs become more insecure 
and while high unemployment figures are tolerated for the sake 
of keeping wages low, the state easily has the cash available for 
military handouts in dizzying quantities. Whatever party coaliti-
on that rules this country moves unashamedly towards further 
social disintegration. Bigger and bigger sections of the populati-
on are pushed to the edges of society, and their need is shame-
lessly exploited to lower wages further. On the surface it's about 
international competitiveness. In reality however public interest 

is subject to the cause of satisfying the interests of business and 
its striving for maximum profit. Although Germany is as "world 
champion exporter" one of the richest countries in the world, 
even here impoverishment at home is growing. The resulting 
social tensions exacerbate the situation of foreign inhabitants and 
other minorities. The xenophobia that proliferates on the soil of 
increasing competition is creating a political reality that breaches 
the German Constitutional Law's human rights provisions.

State debt is about 1300 billion euros and the mountain of debt 
grows by another 1300 euros every second. Whereas finance mi-
nisters Mˆller and Schiller resigned at the time because of 1 to 3 
billion in new debts, as they did not want to participate in a poli-
cy of "after me, the deluge", ministers Apel to Schmidt left be-
hind new debts in the low tens of billions, Stoltenberg in the high 
tens of billions, and finance minister Waigel the laughable sum 
of 480 billion euros. Minister Eichel said sourly: "we've had our 
future for breakfast" (11). Who is WE? Where is all the money? 
Why are the money pits of the nuclear, arms and space travel in-
dustries challenged just as little as the interest services of the cre-
ditor banks? The foreign assets of the banks more than quadru-
pled between 1980 and 1995 (9). The state's regular new debts 
flow directly from the donor's account to the banks' interest ac-
counts. Specialists speak of the risks of the money system in ana-
logy to the risks of nuclear technology as "monetary fission" 
(12). Since reunification Germany has also been indebted to the 
international capital market, which is free to dictate its terms. It 
is illuminating to know here that interest is regarded as a "fixed 
cost", whereas human work is put in the category "variable 
costs" like wages or working time. Banks prefer to lend their mo-
ney to the state, as the state is, in contrast to middle-class entre-
preneurs for example, always solvent. The state pays the reque-
sted interest obediently without complaining, as it gets the mo-
ney from its citizens through taxes and duties or by confiscating 
private accounts, as has happened in Argentina. The contradicti-
ons of German transport policy (freight transported by road in-
stead of by rail, air travel instead of rail travel, large projects on 
the one hand and line closures on the other) are explained among 
other things by the fact that the Deutsche Bank steers this policy 
by means of its credit, rather than the politicians elected for the 
purpose. Money for social projects is as everybody knows less 
available. The existential risks for the population are growing 
immeasurably. Since 1990, 45 years after the last world war, 
wealth feeds itself and is no longer put into production. It no lon-
ger has to be invested in jobs at all and leads a happy-go-lucky 
life of its own for the approximately 350 people in the world who 
own the most wealth. Where in this picture is the spirit of the re-
gular oaths the politicians take to protect the public from losses 
and increase their profits? Obviously the career politicians feel 
less duty to the public than to the new wielder of power, capital. 
Obviously parliaments have long since given up power. Ob-
viously parliamentarians are no longer concerned with a vigorous 
fight for better solutions in terms of a good future for everyone - 
no, the impression is that they are only concerned about securing 
their own living (13) from the cashbox of transnational corporati-
ons (TNCs). The people, the intended sovereign of parliamentary 
democracy, play in addition to the role of the voting "herd" only 
the role of consumers in the service of capital. Natural relations-
hips are turned upside down and all too few of us are looking at 
this sad state of affairs in its existentially threatening for us all, 
that is, criminal dimension, examples being Michel Chossudovs-
ky, Maria Mies and Claudia von Werlhof (14).

If things were different, then there would be a long overdue, 
broad discussion about possible ways out of a situation that is 
turning into misery for more and more people. Just as the amoe-
ba adapts to changed conditions in order to survive, the state 
must also learn to adapt its structures to the needs of people, na-
ture and the environment. The social obligations of property 
must be rediscovered. The piles of money tramping around the 
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stock markets must be returned to the circulation of world trade 
by measures such as Tobin tax or other means and made availa-
ble there for useful investment. If money keeps moving thanks to 
creative ways of ensuring its circulation, and speculatively ma-
king it scarce is no longer worth it, then interest will settle down 
to a tolerable level, especially for the poor. With the loss of profit 
on interest, investment in employment will also become attracti-
ve again. Human work does not then have to compete with the 
yields of capital. Work can once more acquire a quality that not 
only is characterised by joy and satisfaction, but also makes sen-
se.

If, along with critical awareness, an awareness of our responsi-
bility towards our descendants also grows, then further measures 
to ensure basic social conditions and to maintain ecological rela-
tionships are within reach: as the basis of the common good that 
cannot be increased, property can be withdrawn from speculation 
by being protected and respected as a loan (15). An economy can 
be built universally that, owing to the imposition of consideration 
for life, nature and its resources, no longer serves belligerent 
greed but cooperative sharing.

The demands of the French Revolution for liberty, equality 
and fraternity can finally after more than 200 years be realised. 
Intellectual freedom is overcoming imprisonment in ideologies 
or dogma. Legal equality is overcoming the individual's advan-
tage over the majority. And fraternity recognises along with the 
common origin of all life our responsibility for the chances of fu-
ture generations (16).
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